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ETUO - WIDTH - DATA 
RATE - CABLE 

LENGTH - 0 - HEAT  
SINK - 1 - FIBER 

TYPE - END 2
 OPTIONS

–B04
= 4 Tx + 4 Rx

–T12
= 12 Tx

–R12
= 12 Rx

–Y12
= 12 Tx + 12 Rx

–U12
= 12 Channel AOC

(Unidirectional)

–10
= 10.3125 

Gbps

–25
= 25.7 Gbps
(–B04 only)

–“XXX”
= Overall 
Length in 

Centimeters

–1
= Flat

–2
= Pin-fin

–3
= Flat with 

groove

–4
= PCIe® 
Pin-fin

(–10 only)

–5
= 1.75 cm 
tall Pin-fin
(–B04 only)

–5
= Jacketed 

ribbon
with 
Boot

–6
= Jacketed 

ribbon

–7
= Black 
loose 
tube
with 
boot

–8
= Black 
loose 
tube

(Leave blank for -U12)  
-Y12 requires -2X 

end option

12 Fibers
–01 = MTP® Male
–02 = MTP® Female
–07 = MXC® Internal Plug
–0A = VITA 66.X Ready
–0C = MT38999 Male
–0E = MPO Plus®,
           Male, bayonet

24 Fibers
–21 = MTP® Male
–22 = MTP® Female
–27 = MXC® Internal Plug
–2A = VITA 66.X Ready
–2C = MT38999 Male
–2E = MPO Plus®,
          Male, bayonet

Class 1 LASER PRODUCT
per IEC 60825-1 Ed. 3 (2014)

–2 PIN-FIN 
HEAT SINK

–07 (MXC® INTERNAL PLUG SHOWN)

–1 FLAT 
HEAT SINK

–3 FLAT 
WITH GROOVE HEAT SINK

(MULTI-ROW CONFIGURATION)

ETUO
Mates with:
UEC5, UCC8,  
OPA

FEATURES

• Optimized for SWaP
• Extended temperature range 

from -40 °C to +85 °C
• Demonstrated error free 

transmission during applied 
external vibrations and shock 
test, to methods specified in 
MIL-STD-810G

• Micro rugged board level 
connector system with positive 
latching, weld tabs and loading 
guides for secure connection

• Pigtailed cable for maximum 
link budget

• Customizable optical 
connectors

• Integrated coupling capacitors
• Integral heat sink provides 

optimal cooling for thermal 
operating conditions

• Evaluation and Development 
boards available
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